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		Part of the Microsoft Office 2013 suite of programs, Microsoft Word 2013 is a sophisticated word-processing program that helps you quickly and efficiently author, format, and publish all the business and personal documents you are ever likely to need. Microsoft Word 2013 Step by Step offers a comprehensive look at the features of Word that most people will use most frequently.

	
		Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself how to format, publish, and share your content using Word 2013. With Step by Step, you set the pace—building and practicing the skills you need, just when you them! Includes downloadable practice files and a companion eBook.

		
			Work with Word on your PC or touch-enabled device
	
			Master the core tools for designing and editing documents
	
			Manage page layout, style, and navigation
	
			Use tables and charts to organize information
	
			Insert pictures, graphics, and video
	
			Use collaboration and review features
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QuickBooks 2010: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2009
QuickBooks 2010 has impressive features, like financial and tax reporting, invoicing, payroll, time and mileage tracking, and online banking. So how do you avoid spending more time learning the software than using it? This Missing Manual takes you beyond QuickBooks' help resources: you not only learn how the program works, but why and when to...
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Getting Started with Oracle VM VirtualBoxPackt Publishing, 2013

	Build your own virtual environment from scratch using VirtualBox


	Overview

	
		Learn how to install, configure, and manage VirtualBox
	
		A step-by-step guide which will teach you how to build your own virtual environment from scratch
	
		Discover advanced features of VirtualBox

...
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Nonprofit Essentials: The Capital CampaignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A thorough and practical overview of the process of planning and managing a capital campaign 
"I have not come across a better book on the overall strategy and techniques necessary for the planning and implementation of a capital campaign. Ms. Walker covers all of the bases in a clear and concise manner that will benefit many...
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Graph DatabasesO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Graph databases address one of the great macroscopic business trends of today: leveraging
	
		complex and dynamic relationships in highly connected data to generate insight
	
		and competitive advantage. Whether we want to understand relationships between
	
		customers, elements in a telephone or data center network, entertainment...
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Trading Binary Options: Strategies and TacticsBloomberg Press, 2011

	An essential guide to the fast growing area of binary options Long the province of professional traders, binary options are now offered to retail investors through the North American Derivative Exchange (Nadex) and a growing group of online brokerages. Now, with this new book, author Abe Cofnas explains how independent traders and investors...
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Nonlinear Kalman Filtering for Force-Controlled Robot Tasks (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2009

	This monograph focuses on how to achieve more robot autonomy by means of reliable processing skills. "Nonlinear Kalman Filtering for Force-Controlled Robot Tasks " discusses the latest developments in the areas of contact modeling, nonlinear parameter estimation and task plan optimization for improved estimation accuracy. Kalman...
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